Seth Abraham: Floyd Is His Own Best and Worst Advisor
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"Money" arrives in Vegas on Tuesday; as always, he generates debates and emotions in fight
fans, and vast amounts of copy from writers who remain fixated on what makes him tick, and
why he doesn't seem so keen on making a fight all boxing fans want to see.
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A Twitter friend asked me on Tuesday why I continue to perseverate on The Fight when it is
obviously dead on pre-arrival.

A good question, I had to give it to him.

Why indeed write about a Mayweather-Pacquiao fight when Mayweather is set to fight in a
real-deal scrap, not a theoretical one, in just a few days. That excellent and pointed query got
me thinking: why am I spending time and energy writing about Mayweather-Pacquiao when
Mayweather-Cotto is at hand?

Here's why: because it's a mystery, and I like mysteries, and am an intellectually curious soul
who is often moved to try and solve mysteries, or at least make enough sense of them so they
don't stay lodged in my brain, bugging me. Yeah, this one bugs me. I just don't get it. And I'm
not inclined to shrug it off, and move on. You can call that persistent, or mule-ishly stubborn.
Why can't the parties involved give the fans what they want, what they've wanted for a few
years?

Now, it can be argued that this is a business, and the customer isn't always right, so to hell with
the customers. Believe me, boxing fans are quite used to this line of thinking. But, if the fans do
not matter all that much, shouldn't the money matter? Shouldn't the fact that about a quarter
billion dollars be grossed from this superfight spur the involved parties to get it done? One
would think...but since conventional wisdom hasn't been adhered to, and a no-brainer of a fight
hasn't been made, we are left to wonder why. I ponder it on a daily basis, right or wrong,
because I have a fundamental dislike for situation where rationality is tossed out the window. I
spend too much time why voters vote for politicians who craft and adhere to policies which
leave them poorer on a daily if not hourly basis, and why The Fight hasn't been made almost as
often.

So...forgive my long winded prologue to part two of my discussion with ex HBO boxing chief
Seth Abraham, who I had the pleasure of chatting with a short time ago. He now runs a
consulting shop, Starship, and teaches part-time.
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Abraham told me he thinks Mayweather-Pacquiao won't happen--"The percentage chance of
the fight happening, today, is zero"--and it's not because of money.

At various times, I've thought that it is about "Money," that Floyd's pride won't let him be party to
a situation which will enrich Pacquiao, who has a lawsuit against Mayweather, for defamation,
pending. I mean, wouldn't you think that Floyd could get past his enmity for the Filipino if it were
to mean he'd net double or triple the amount he's ever made for a fight? I would...But Abraham
says money isn't the sticking point.

"I believe it's not about money," Abraham told me. "I don't think it has anything to do with blood
work or money. Both fighters would make vast sums." No, the ex HBO head thinks that Floyd is
more concerned with legacy, not money. He wants to be lumped in with the Sugars and Ali, as
an all-time fight god, and he thinks that retiring undefeated will go a long way in helping that
legacy be achieved. (He's probably right...as years pass, fewer and fewer folks would be
inclined to dig down on Floyd's record, and examine if in fact he fought the best and brightest of
his era, when they were freshest and most dangerous, or not. They would and will reach for the
most tantalizing, low-hanging fruit of statistic: that zero. That lack of a loss. That will speak
louder and louder as the decades pass, IMO.)

Abraham told me that back in 2000, when HBO was trying to nail down an extension with
Floyd--he'd been making about $800,000 a fight, and the new deal would pay him about $4
million per bout--he tried to argue that fighting and beating the best was more important for his
legacy than that "0."

"He didn't buy it," Abraham said.

Furthermore, Abraham said if Pacquiao loses, to Tim Bradley, then The Fight for sure doesn't
happen. "Then Floyd feels vindicated. He will fight you, me and Larry Merchant. He'll get as
many victories as he can."

Regularly, fight fans or even casual sports fans will ask me if Floyd is smart, or dumb. I tell them
he is not dumb, for sure. Now, can he be ignorant, and insensitive and engage in speech and
behaviors that suggest he has racist tendencies? Just look at his recent history, on Ustream,
and the fact that he seems casually use language that many would term hurtful, words which
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play up differences in sexuality or ethnicity. Would some folks determine that anyone that
fixates so much on money, and seems to believe that net worth equates to self worth and
indicates a certain status in society is "stupid?" They would; but I don't think "stupid" is the
correct designation at all. Abraham agrees: "Floyd is very much his own man. He has his
advisors. But Floyd is his own man, for better or worse."

The man who spent hundreds if not thousands of hours doing deals with Don King and Bob
Arum at their apex in the 80s and 90s does think that advisors will lobby Floyd to make The
Fight. (Remember, while wealth hasn't trickled down to the masses in the last 40 years in
America, we can assume dough from The Fight would enrich members of the Mayweather and
Pacquiao teams, so if you are rooting for The Fight to happen, I guess you have to hope that Al
Haymon holds more sway over Floyd than some think he does.) Back in 2000, Abraham sat in
his office in NY with Floyd and Arum, then his promoter. He pre-arranged with Arum to get the
promoter to step out of the meeting, when things bogged down. Abraham said he asked Floyd
why he wouldn't sign a deal that would increase his purses almost five times.

"He couldn't come up with a reasonable explanation," Abraham said. "That told me he is his
best and worst advisor. He is a great, great talent in the ring. But I don't know why he doesn't
listen more to his advisors."

I'd offer that maybe it is because, historically, advisors are quite often in it to enrich themselves
first and foremost, and do not actually give a tinker's damn about the boxer they represent.
So...maybe this indicates that Floyd is actually far smarter and craftier than most if not all
pundits have given him credit for.

Well, I could go on for another few thousand words. I'm quite sure that in the very near future, I
will delve into elements of The Fight Seth Abraham Thinks Will Not Happen we didn't touch on,
like, just what the heck is it about Pacquiao, and his style, or his training regimen, which puts
the fear of the legacy-smearing loss in Mayweather, in depth. I leave you, if you are tired of
pondering the issue, with a muted apology, and if you still hunger to see The Fight, a promise to
keep on examining the matter, helping if at all possible to shed light on the subject, and in some
small way, helping push the event towards fruition.

Follow Woods on Twitter here .
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Comment on this article
Radam G says:
Nice copy! First! Let me solve the mystery about Money May not entering dat squared jungle
from across Da Manny. The likelihood of not only getting BEAT, but KNOCKED DA DOUBLE
FUDGE OUT! It is nothing crippling in Money May's skills or almost-perfect-boxing behind. It is
all up inside his cranium, where exists is the mind. People fall more by what's in it, than they do
by what's on the ground or floor causing thier feet to stumble.
Money May's mind is cluttered with myths and mysteries of Asians having unhuman powers to
whup a$$ and survive arse whuppings. See the problem is that Money May is from the USA,
know and have seen hyped-up and faked-up jive-turkey nonsense in the great, young USA that
was nothing but bullsh*tology, but he doesn't know JACK about anthentic ancient Asia. [U.S
movies abilities to distort reality is what has Money May and many Yanks messed up.]
I'm bet a nickle and give you a pickle, hehehehe, that the whole Mayweather clan, except for
the very educated Uncle Jeff, believe in that nonsense about the Uncle Roger-labeled Filipino
steroid, known as A-side meth that supposely give us the power to walk through bullets. If that
were true, Pinoys would be some bad muthasuckas and would take over the world. Oh, YUP!
We'd be kicking all the arses of Asia, Europe and the U.S.A. And don't think that you got away,
Africa. We'd be there too -- the origins of mankind.
Anyway! I wish Dr. Dean was still around. He would straighten Money May out like he did Ken
Norton. Just imagine that he made a scary-arse jaw broker really believe that he could break
the jaw of GOAT Ali. And, DANGGIT! That half "Mandingo Warrior," half "Black Superman" did
it. No chance of Money May doing that jive to Da Manny. We got something better than a Dr.
Dean, and I ain't telling. Holla!
deepwater says:
There you have it, straight from the horses mouth. Money may is more concerned about holding
on to his 0 .thats the truth. accept it and move on. ali would of told pacman that he should take
more juice because it wont help him,instead money may is ready to die for 50 cent but is scared
of a lil asain guy because he might be on some juice. oh yeah. manny agreed to the testing
already so there you go. floyd is not top 10 all time no matter if he retires undefeated. he will be
known as the guy that ducked lil pacman. juice or no juice.
deepwater says:
After his controversial Saturday night win against Victor Ortiz, boxing champion Floyd
Mayweather Jr. celebrated his victory by gifting BFF rapper 50 Cent with a Hublot watch that
retails at $20,000. The rapper Tweeted a photo of his gift: "Look what my boy
@FloydMayweather got for me. Cool its called king power SK."
"King Power"? Is that what they're calling it now?
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Fiddy accompanied the gay-obsessed and pretty boy boxer into the ring. They were also
spotted booed up during the post-fight news conference.
Real Talk says:
What's Floyd doing with his fingers? Does anybody know what that means....smh? IJS
ultimoshogun says:
That hand sign means two different things. To Texas fans thats the sign for their Longhorns
mascot. To rockers/metal heads thats the sign for "rock n roll."...Floyd doesn't strike me as a
rocker though, or a Longhorns fan...who knows?
Radam G says:
Those hand signs are "U," "U." Full translation is "Much luv ta you, to you." Money May is
powerful with da control and mistery nowadays, especially to those who don't know. You oughta
get down wif da Hip Hop Nation. Holla!
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